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Before we begin

The Footprint Evaluation team 
acknowledges and pays respect to the 
traditional owners and custodians of 
the lands on which we are all living, 
learning, and working from today.

This session will be recorded, with video 
of the presentation and a summary of the 
discussion shared afterwards.

Please post questions or comments in the 
chat.



Jane 
Davidson



Patricia 
Rogers
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Strategies for evaluators and 
those who commission evaluations

Are you:

1. An evaluator (or someone who does evaluation)

2. An evaluation commissioner

3. Both

4. Neither



Agenda
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Why Footprint Evaluation is needed



What do we mean by sustainability?

'Sustainable' development 
means development that meets the needs of 
the present without compromising the 
ability of future generations to meet their 
own needs.

IPCC (2018) defines sustainability as a 
dynamic process that guarantees the 
persistence of natural and human systems
in an equitable manner.

In other words, sustainability is about 
pursuing goals for the human system (such 
as equity, food security) while preserving (or 
restoring degraded) natural systems.

Restorative
Restores the natural environment so that it thrives

No Net Harm to the Natural System
Practices cause no harm OR restoration offsets any harm

Sustainability-Aware Practice
Sustainability-aware practices limit environmental damage

Plunders the Natural System
Extractive and damaging practices cause serious harm

neutral

beneficial

harmful

destructive



How do we get sustainability 
on the evaluation agenda?

How can an evaluation commissioner or 
manager include environmental 
sustainability in the scope of an evaluation?

How can an evaluator convince an 
evaluation commissioner that including 
environmental sustainability is in or should 
be in scope?



Entry Points for Environmental 
Sustainability

1. Existing evaluative criteria –
for example, OECD DAC criteria

2. Key Evaluation Questions (KEQs) 

3. Organisational or country policies 
and commitments

4. Compelling argument for 
significance and urgency

5. Others?



Option 1:
Use existing 
evaluative 
criteria
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"Doing the right things" includes:

• Equitably addresses the issues in the 
human and natural systems.

• Recognises that the accumulated harm we 
have done to the natural system threatens all 
life and that restoration of natural 
system function is a global responsibility.

• Addresses any systemic or structural 
issues that have been causing environmental 
damage, especially in areas where 
human wellbeing is impacted and 
where natural functions are 
severely threatened.

Is the intervention doing the right 
things with respect to both the human 

and natural systems?

OECD DAC criteria: Relevance



Point to natural system-relevant policies
or commitments that the initiative should
logically be aligned with:

• International environmental
commitments or treaties

• Local or national government 
policies, agreements and treaties

• Organisational strategy, policy and/or value 
statements

OECD DAC criteria: Coherence
How well does the intervention align 

with policies and commitments to 
protect and restore the natural system?



For example, here are the European
Union’s international agreements



OECD DAC criteria: Impact

“Evaluators should pay particular attention 
to negative impacts, particularly those 
that are likely to be significant including –
but not limited to – environmental 
impacts ....

“Transformational change can be thought 
of as addressing root causes, or systemic 
drivers of … environmental damage.”

The OECD DAC criteria guidance
identifies two ways we should
incorporate natural system impacts:

What difference does the intervention 
make to both human and natural systems?



OECD DAC criteria: Sustainability

International environmental
commitments or treaties

Local or national government policies, agreements and treaties

Organisational strategy, policy and/or value statements

How resilient and well sustained are 
the benefits in the face of emerging 

environmental changes?

Worthwhile solutions are durable and 
their impacts are sustained over time.
To maximize durability and lasting 
impact, strategies need to be in place to 
make it likely that positive impacts are 
resilient and sustained, especially in the 
face of emerging environmental change.



OECD DAC criteria: Efficiency

International environmental
commitments or treaties

Local or national government policies, agreements and treaties

Organisational strategy, policy and/or value statements

For example, destruction or reduction of 
ecosystem services such as water 
filtration or carbon sequestration.

What resources are being used –
not only those directly paid for by 

the implementing organisation

Efficiency needs to consider 
the resources being used – not only
those being paid for directly by the
implementing organisation



Use existing 
evaluative 
criteria
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Is the intervention doing the right things 
with respect to both the human and 

natural systems?

What difference does the 
intervention make to both human 

and natural systems?

How well does the 
intervention align with 

policies and commitments 
to protect and restore the 

natural system?

How resilient and well sustained are 
the benefits in the face of emerging 

environmental changes?

What resources 
are being used –
not only those 
directly paid 

for by the 
implementing 
organisation?



Option 2:

Ensure that the
KEQs include
consideration
of 
environmental
issues

www.betterevaluation.org/resources/key-evaluation-questions-keqs-guide-footprint-evaluations



Key Evaluation Questions
1. Relevance & 

coherence
How relevant is the evaluand to the issues facing the population/sector and the natural 
environment – and how well does it complement other related efforts in the context?

2. Design & 
adaptation

How well does the design address the strengths, needs, and aspirations of both human 
and natural systems – in ways that are equitable, restorative, and enable both to thrive?

3. Implementation
How well has the evaluand been implemented so that the right people and natural 
system elements receive what is most needed at the right times and places and in the 
right ways?

4. Outcomes & 
impacts

How good, valuable, and important are the outcomes and impacts on both human and 
natural systems, particularly where equity and/or previous harm needed to be 
addressed?

5. Patterns, outliers
& links

How did the evaluand influence change – and then how did that change continue to 
unfold – in the relevant coupled human and natural systems? Where, when, for whom, 
and under what conditions did we see the most and least valuable outcomes? Why?

6. Durability How resilient and durable are the changes that the evaluand has contributed to, and how 
well are they likely to last in the face of emerging environmental and other changes?

7. Overall value
How good, valuable, or worthwhile is the evaluand overall, given its relevance and 
coherence, design and implementation, the value of its outcomes and impacts, their 
durability, and what it cost to achieve them?



KEQ 4:

How good, valuable,
and important are the
outcomes and impacts
on both human and
natural systems,
particularly where
equity and/or previous
harm needed to 
be addressed?

Outcomes and impacts include changes contributed to or 
prevented by the evaluand across their relevant temporal scales –
and their shelf life (sustainment).

This includes effects on the human system as well as the natural 
environment – all affected subgroups, communities, organisations, 
society, the economy, and the natural systems within which they exist 
– both intended and unintended, for both the target population/
environment and anyone or anything else substantially impacted.

How substantially did the evaluand contribute to (or adversely
impact) the most important strengths, needs, and aspirations of both 
human and natural systems – particularly of the most critical and/or
threatened parts of the natural system and those who had been 
most marginalized, oppressed, and/or least well served in the 
human system?

How appropriately does the evaluand value, privilege, protect, or 
exploit different parts of the relevant human and natural systems
(e.g., different groups of people, different parts of the ecosystem)?

How well did the evaluand contribute to or achieve the needed 
systemic and structural changes, including processes and capacities, 
so that root causes are addressed (not just symptoms) and results 
sustained?

Quick explainer of 
what’s included 
under outcomes 
and impacts:

Sub-questions to 
consider under 
this KEQ :



Break-out 
sessions:
Questions to 
consider in 
your group

What questions 
or comments do you 
have about the 
strategies proposed? 

Do they seem 
feasible in your 
situation?

Do you have 
other strategies 
to suggest or 
experiences to 
share?

Break out session

5-minute 
discussion 
in small groups 
for reflection 
on practice



Thank you
www.betterevaluation.org/footprint_evaluation

Keep the 
conversation 
going:
• Join the Footprint 

Evaluation 
discussion group

• Sign up for the 
Footprint 
Evaluation 
newsletter

• Share resources, 
examples and 
advice
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